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“I am writing this book because we are all going to die.” — Jack Kerouac. I suppose that’s why all books are written. Books, whether the study of seashells or Shakespearean verse, help us to live. Books deepen our appreciation, awaken our senses, and strengthen our resolve to live in a meaningful way. This book is my attempt.

All creative acts, especially books, begin with uncertainty and risk. The lack of certainty provides a clearing for the creative impulse to grow. Free from the restraint of self-assured confidence, curiosity kicks in and we begin to wonder “What if?” and “Why?” It’s here that the creative spirit revs up and asks, “What can I do?” and “How can I make the most with what I have?”

Such questions help us grow. And the best part of writing this book is how it has shaped who I am. By narrowing my own focus on creativity it has enriched my life and clarified who I want to become. That’s what creativity does and that’s my hope for you—that it enlivens your soul and inspires you to live the life for which you are designed.

We are all born with natural capacities to create, and we all have creative potential of which we are unaware. Everyone, including you, has untapped potential that is patiently waiting inside. Yet the creative spark can easily get snuffed out. It must be tended to like a campfire on a cold and rainy day. Neglect it and it will quietly dwindle, dissipate, and die. Keep it alive and you will thrive. This book will point the way.

For starters, creativity isn’t something we passively receive. You have to go after it to claim its prize. Creativity requires fight. When we were young we were willing to take the risk and put in the time. Unfettered by self-doubt we created on demand. Now older, we’ve lost what we once had, unless we make the choice to change. It begins with deciding to stop waiting for inspiration and start taking action ourselves. When we begin the fight it’s like steel striking flint, and it deeply affects what we create, how we see, and who we are. And when we begin pursuing living life as if it were a work of art, our creativity swells.

At first glance, riding this swell seems simple, easy, and fun. But this thinking falls short—the creative spark is a much more complex and unpredictable force. And the pursuit of creativity is a much more interesting and adventurous ride. To become more creative we need to unlearn old ideas—like the idea that creativity is a gift for an elite few or the myth that inspiration comes while we sit around. And we need to be reminded of what we easily forget, like the idea that creativity requires guts, confidence, and hard work and that creativity isn’t a gift but a life force that courses through our veins.

Creativity fuels a drive to live the life for which we were designed. It despises those who live half-hearted and half-lived lives. Creativity reaches for good, provokes change, and calls us to strive, stretch, and try. Yet such creative efforts require risk. Afraid of failure and uncertain how to move ahead, most of us have forgotten what to do. We want to become more creative, but we don’t know where to begin. Or worse, when inspired we don’t know how to keep the spark alive. This book can help.

This book will show you that becoming more creative isn’t just about thinking happy thoughts or using colorful crayons; the path to creativity is a much wider trail. As Plutarch wrote in the first century, “Music, to create harmony, must investigate discord.” And to help you become more creative, this book will investigate a range of topics, from climbing ladders to tenacity, grit, and death. The goal is to find melody amidst discord and to rekindle your fire for creating your best work and making the most of your time.

As nice as that sounds, this isn’t a book about thinking your way to happiness or wishing your way to a more fulfilled life. It is about effort and fight. The secrets to becoming more
creative are always accompanied by habit, practice, and work. As Theodore Roosevelt, an exemplar of the creative fight, once said, “I may be an average man but by George I work harder at it than the average man.” Average to excellent is up to you and it’s less about talent and more about drive.

So this book is written for those of us who are driven to live a better life. And it’s a guide for igniting and sustaining the spark no matter what you do or who you are. Yet this book can’t do anything by itself. It relies on you to take the lead. To give you a nudge, at the end of each chapter you’ll find exercises that provide reflection questions and practical steps. Use these questions as a springboard to create your own. Think of these as small sparks that can be used to ignite big flames.

Most importantly, this book will work only if you take action and respond. Read passively and the book will diminish to an interesting collection of stories and ideas. Overanalyze and you’ll miss the point. Creativity is not a problem to be solved but a practice to be enjoyed. Like a good travel book, it will become better when you take the journey yourself. The book invites you to join in.

And the best books are those that rarely stay pristine. Rather, they are worn thin from reading on the train and parched from being read in the sun. After some time these books resemble a vessel that has traveled far from home. Such books become marked up and taken over by the readers so that it is no longer the author’s work but their own. That is my hope whether you’re reading this in digital or print form. This book is my gift to you. No longer mine, it’s now yours.

As you read, you’ll discover that the book isn’t a foolproof formula or a promise of increased creativity by following seven simple steps. The creative fight is more fluid, flexible, and open than that—sometimes suggesting quiet and other times being loud; sometimes asking you to go slow and other times to sprint. Distrust anyone who tells you that creativity can be figured out. Creativity is a wild elusive force. You can’t trap it in a cage, but you can learn how to harness its strength. This book is your guide.

While you read, don’t hesitate to drop me a line. I would love to hear about your story and learn about the wisdom you have. You can send me a note (and find more resources) at the book companion site: thecreativefight.com. Lastly, I hope that someday we cross paths so that we can compare notes and share what we have learned since this adventure began. Either way, let’s keep in touch.

Finally, I’m humbled and honored that you have picked up this book. May it be one that brings change and helps you find the ladder that leads to a more creative and meaningful life and emboldens you to accomplish your dreams.
It was a frigid winter night when Yo-Yo Ma almost dropped his 2.5-million-dollar instrument on the floor. The sold-out theater was buzzing with excitement. A single wooden chair sat in the center of the stage. The audience hushed and then broke into applause as Yo-Yo Ma appeared. The concert began, and in the middle of a difficult song, Ma’s cello suddenly slipped, and then again. On the third slip, it really started to fall. Abruptly, Ma stopped and reached out to catch his 1773 Stradivarius before it hit the floor. The audience gasped. Everyone held their breath. Ma gave a sigh of relief and gracefully pulled the cello back into position. Then he pointed at the cello and wagged his finger as if to scold her mischievous act. The audience erupted into laughter. Ma smiled, straightened himself out, and continued to play.
THE PITFALLS OF PERFECTIONISM  The way Yo-Yo Ma handled himself made that blunder become beautiful. He transformed an error into an act of grace. It changed the concert into a community event. After the recovery from the mistake, everyone in the audience was on his side. Yo-Yo Ma was no longer one of the world’s top performers, he was a friend. The way he handled his error made us feel safe. To this day, that was one of most powerful and creative musical moments I’ve experienced in my life.

It was a simple act, embracing the mistake, but it was profound. Who does that? When I make a mistake in front of others, my face becomes flush and I get stressed. Yo-Yo Ma was the epitome of calm. Yet he wasn’t just a Zen master who fluidly handled a problem; he was a creative genius who brought out harmony from discord. To do such a thing, it helps to have a deep sense of identity and a vision for a higher goal. Yo-Yo Ma had both. In one interview he said, “You don’t play music for perfection. The point of music is to make someone feel.” His performance did just that. Embracing that blunder, rather than trying to cover it up, brought warmth into that chilly room.

Perfectionism is made up of two parts: a drive for greatness, and fear. It’s the fear and the shame, blame, and judgment that overwhelm. Mix those ingredients together and they become a bitter drink. Perfectionism poisons creativity. Some perfectionists never try to create because they are afraid of being wrong. But being creative requires that we let go of fear, get out of our comfort zone, and make mistakes. As the cliché goes, “Mistakes are proof that you are trying.” Yet mistakes can also be proof that you haven’t practiced very hard. Making mistakes is never enough.

I walked into one of my client’s offices and saw a huge poster that said “Make Mistakes. Make Mistakes. Make Mistakes.” At first glance I thought, “that’s great.” Then I stopped and thought some more. As I stood there I noticed that the poster was hanging in the finance department above the cubicle that belonged to the head of payroll. Instantly, I remembered that a number of my paychecks from this company had been wrong. Suddenly, the message on that poster didn’t seem like such a good idea. Making financial mistakes isn’t where creative genius is born.
CREATIVE GROWTH  Although making mistakes is part of the creative process, it is never the goal. When Edison set out to invent the lightbulb, he desperately wanted to create one that worked. His team made countless mistakes and tested over 6000 types of filaments in trying to find something that would burn bright without going out. In our own drive to succeed, mistakes are inevitable. Yet fewer mistakes are better than more.

If the end game is creative growth, one of the quickest ways to get through mistakes is to have a higher goal. Sustained light is what drove Edison and his team to try so many different types of filament substances—everything from wood shavings to a hair from his employee’s beard! It wasn’t until after a year of mistakes that carbonized bamboo emerged as the best source.

And Yo-Yo Ma was driven not just to hit the perfect note, but to make people feel. As a result, he was driven to perfection and practiced harder than anyone else. His goal of creating music that resonated in a deep and emotional way gave him drive. When onstage, Yo-Yo Ma considers himself this way: “I’m the host of a wonderful party. You’re all my guests.” His higher goal changed the whole scene.

So how does this relate to you and me? First, if you have a poster hanging up in your room that says “Make Mistakes. Make Mistakes. Make Mistakes,” go ahead and tear it down. Or better yet, just cross out the word Make three times. Then replace those crossed-out words with “Accept, Embrace, Transform.” When we do that, it opens up the opportunity to learn, to connect with others, and to move ahead. Finally, follow master photographer Ansel Adams’s advice: “Strive for perfection. Settle for excellence.”

A LIFE SPENT MAKING MISTAKES IS NOT ONLY MORE HONORABLE, BUT MORE USEFUL THAN A LIFE SPENT DOING NOTHING.

— GEORGE BERNARD SHAW
EXERCISE

STEP 1
“Mistakes aren’t the problem, it’s what we do with them that counts,” as Evan Chong once said. In an effort to handle mistakes with more ease, let’s follow Yo-Yo Ma’s lead. When Ma plays a concert, he has a vision for a higher goal. His goal is to connect and to make people feel.

In your own life, think about one area of your personal or professional life that can be compared to a stage. Think of something that you do when you have to deliver and you have to perform. Next, write down the task and then try to think up a higher goal. Come up with a few goals and select the one that fits. In moments of emergency (that is, when you make a mistake), think back to this goal so that you can handle that mistake with more grace and ease.

STEP 2
Come up with three people you respect who handle mistakes with exemplary ease. Write down their names followed by a few words that reveal what they do well. Use these ideas as inspiration for your own growth.

1. ........................................................................................................................................................................

2. ........................................................................................................................................................................

3. ........................................................................................................................................................................
The creative fight is less *Monday Night Football* and more climbing up the sheer face of a rock. Playing in the NFL requires bulk, might, and strength. It’s hyped up, and it’s loud. Rock climbing is discreet. Climbers use ingenuity, agility, and guts to accomplish their goals. Last year’s Super Bowl was watched by 111.5 million fans. Most great rock climbs are witnessed by only a few, just like creative pursuits, which often take place in isolation rather than in front of adoring fans. And football is a fight against another team, but rock climbing is a fight within. The climber must dig deep into his reservoirs of tenacity, technical skill, and creativity to overcome the odds. Football is played to win. Mountain climbers ascend tall peaks “for the spirit of adventure to keep alive the soul of man,” as George Mallory said.
AN UPHILL CLIMB  At its most basic level, I think we create with a similar drive in mind. At least for me, I create for the sheer joy of making something myself. As with the climber who looks down the face of the cliff he just climbed, there is great gratification to be had when you enjoy a mountaintop view that you have earned.

After nineteen days and 3000 feet of climbing, Tommy Caldwell and Kevin Jorgeson stood on top of El Capitan peak in Yosemite with joy and tears in their eyes. These two guys had earned their victory. They had just finished a free-ascent climb that took seven years to plan and complete. After years of training and attempts, the impossible had been done—a new route was established as one of the most difficult climbs in the world. Midway up the climb, Kevin posted on Twitter, “This is not an effort to conquer. It’s about realizing a dream.”

Tommy and Kevin are the champions of their game. Yet if you were to walk by them on the street you wouldn’t know you had just passed two of the greatest climbers of all time. It’s not uncommon for climbers to be slight in build yet immensely strong. Their strength is often hidden under a layer of fleece and a waterproof shell. The only way you might have recognized Tommy Caldwell is if you noticed that the top half of his index finger is gone.

Tommy lost his finger to a table saw accident more than ten years ago. The doctors were able to reattach the severed finger but told him he’d never climb again. After some trial and error, Tommy had it removed because it held him back. A few months after it was removed, Tommy free-climbed Salathe Wall, another route on El Capitan, in less than 24 hours. He has since climbed some of the most difficult mountains with only four fingers on one hand. Tommy is as tough as they get—not that he’d ever say that about himself. You’d never catch him flexing his muscles for someone to admire. He is humble, mindful, and aware. And so is the creative fight. It doesn’t gloat and it doesn’t crush. Yet creativity isn’t some pushover that’s afraid of a difficult task.

Like rock climbing, creativity is a subtle sport that’s easy to miss. Just like the first image in this chapter—look closer and you’ll see two climbers you might have overlooked.

COURAGE, RESOLVE, AND STRENGTH  Tommy is a role model of the creative fight because of who he is and how he approaches his craft. Most climbers excel in one type of climbing. Tommy is world-class in multiple ways: bouldering, sport climbing, and mountaineering—all demand different skills. As Andrew Bisharat wrote in a *National Geographic* article, “To understand the breadth of Caldwell’s athleticism, picture an Olympic runner who is as talented in the marathon as he is in the hundred-meter dash.”

Those who join the creative fight know that creativity feeds off hardship just like climbers who are constantly in search of more difficult routes. Difficulty clarifies the creative fight. Tommy put it this way: “Through hardship in my own life, I learned that it is what changes us the most. It puts us in an intensely meditative state where we figure out what we really want.” Tommy has been through a lot, including being kidnapped at gunpoint and held hostage by rebels in Kyrgyzstan over a decade ago, but the hardship is what gives him his edge. In his own words, “It motivates me to go for things that I have always dreamed of.” Guys like Tommy embody the ideal that the more difficult the challenge the better the reward.

THE GREATNESS OF GRIT  One characteristic that makes someone good at big-wall climbing is grit. Grit can be defined different ways. It can be thought of as tiny particles of crushed rock. The oyster reminds us that without grit, there is no pearl. Grit is a characteristic that is a mixture of courage, resolve, and strength. Like small granite rocks, grit is strength that won’t give up. Those who are gritty have a passion to pursue a goal over an extended amount of time. No one is born with grit. It’s grown into us through the difficulties of life. Look up the word grit in a thesaurus, and it says it all: “Courage, bravery, pluck, mettle, backbone, spirit, strength of character, strength of will, moral fiber, steel, nerve, fortitude, toughness, hardiness, resolve, resolution, determination, tenacity, perseverance, and endurance.”

The grittiest rock climber I ever met is a man named Mark Wellman. I was 18 when I asked him for his autograph and
shook his hand. I had recently hiked the well-established trail to the top of Half Dome in Yosemite. At the top there is a rock called the diving board. I inched myself to the edge and peered almost 5000 feet to the valley below. As I shook Mark’s hand I was in awe of the strength of his grasp. He had recently climbed up the face of Half Dome without the use of his legs. After 13 days and over 7000 pull-ups, Mark became the first paraplegic to make the climb.

We tend to think our own problems are large. But that’s just because we’re comparing them to things that are too small. Like me writing this book: “Oh, writing is so hard,” I complain. If Mark Wellman can pull himself up Half Dome, I can sit down with my shiny laptop in a comfortable coffee shop and hack out a few words. The obstacle is never a valid excuse. Rock climbers look for obstacles, and that’s what lights their fire.

When I looked into Mark’s eyes, I saw a kind of strength that I hadn’t seen before. When I saw Mark’s determination and shook his hand, it changed my life. It was like a transfer of energy had taken place. I had no idea that Mark’s resilience would help me develop my own.

**TWO SHOES** When we are exposed to greatness, it has the potential to awaken our own. I think that’s why pilgrims in the Middle Ages collected relics and religious artifacts. They were in search of something that would inspire their own faith, hope, and strength. While I can’t relate to wanting a saint’s tooth, I do understand their search. Just like what I was searching for when I asked my friend Chris for his shoes. Chris is a world-class triathlete and Ironman champion and is of my closest friends. He trains like a mad man and goes through shoes faster than I finish a pack of gum. One day we were hanging out in his garage and he was cleaning up. Chris was about to throw away a stinky old pair of shoes when I asked if I could have them to hang on my wall. He looked at me like I was a crazy, but he obliged and even signed the soles. Every time I see those shoes I’m reminded of his tenacity and grit.

When he was younger, Chris wasn’t much of an athlete but got inspired to do a triathlon after seeing the event on television. After a number of years of insanely difficult work, Chris became a pro—it was a dream come true. Just as his career was starting to take off, his dreams were shattered when some doofus ran over his foot. That culprit was not a stranger but a close personal friend. It was me.
ACCIDENTS AND HOPE  That accident was something I will always regret. Chris and I were meeting for breakfast with some friends. He arrived first, when I pulled up in my car and waited for a parking spot to open up. Chris walked up to the car and we began to chat. We kept talking as I started to back up to park. Suddenly, Chris tripped and then fell from my view. He yelled for me to drive forward. I pulled forward and felt the car roll off his foot. He lay on the ground in immense pain. Jumping out, I came to his side. He winced in pain, grabbed my hand, and said, “Bro, it’s not your fault. I’ll be OK.” The X-ray revealed 50 fractures, and the doctor told him he would never run and would have problems when he walked.

Chris fought his way back and went on to set course records and become one of the best in the world. He picked up amazing sponsors, spoke at charity events, and encouraged others to accomplish their dreams. Chris was often featured on the cover of magazines. My favorite cover was the one that his sponsors asked me to shoot.

It’s difficult to describe how horrible it feels to injure one of your closest friends. Not to mention that I thought I had ruined his career. The accident was clearly my fault, but there was nothing that could be done. Chris never held a grudge and never gave up. He even used his position to give a boost to my photography career. Chris embodies the creative fight ideals.

When I feel defeated or overwhelmed, I look at Chris’s shoe and it restores my hope and drive. That shoe helps me to stop slouching and stand up straight. So does that picture of Mark Wellman and the thought of Tommy Caldwell making his climb. If we allow them to, people who do great things can become like mentors who teach us resolve.

GRIT LESSONS  Grit isn’t easy to learn—there aren’t any grit classes offered in schools. So I asked one friend who climbs El Capitan if grit can be taught. He said, “The only way to learn grit is to get out there and get your ass kicked. You have to suffer and you have to fail.” Grit isn’t something that you’ll find in an online course. It’s gained while in pursuit of something big. Grit requires belief that it can be done. That’s why having someone to look up to can help. It also helps to be reminded that grit is in the secret sauce for success.
EXERCISE

Grit isn’t gained without a challenge; and courage, backbone, and tenacity are born in difficult times. Such adversity scares most people away. Don’t let that be you. Surround yourself with stories, images, and artifacts that will inspire you to dig deep and embolden you to press on. Use this exercise to find what will help.

STEP 1. PEOPLE

Write down five people you admire and a few words or a quote that describes why. Consider historical people, colleagues, or friends. Don’t worry about getting your list right. This isn’t an exhaustive list or a “top 5.” Think of it like sketching out a few ideas. Keep this exercise simple and trust your gut. Here are a few examples to get you thinking about your own:

Nelson Mandela. Courage, kindness, and resolve. Imprisoned for 27 years without giving up.
Jeff Orwig (my Dad). Work ethic, deep faith, tough as nails.
Mother Teresa. Responded to human suffering with warmth, humility, and love.
Chris Lieto. Overcame obstacles and inspires others to do the same.
Frederick Douglass. Escaped the shackles of slavery and went on to thrive.
Theodore Roosevelt. Legendary vigor and grit.

PERSON YOU ADMIRE AND WHY

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

STEP 2. ARTIFACTS, OBJECTS, THINGS

Select a couple of the names on your list and consider what objects you could display that would trigger and remind you of that person’s grit. This could be a biography you display on a shelf or a quote that you print out. Consider these artifacts as more than decoration or fluff. In your mind, treat them like totems or icons that represent a deeper reality. Print out a photograph of Nelson Mandela and let his countenance fortify your resolve to fight the good fight.
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